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ABSTRACT
The artificial neural networks (ANNs), among different soft computing methodologies are widely used to meet the
challenges thrown by the main objectives of data mining classification techniques, due to their robust, powerful, distributed, fault tolerant computing and capability to learn in a data-rich environment. ANNs has been used in several
fields, showing high performance as classifiers. The problem of dealing with non numerical data is one major obstacle
prevents using them with various data sets and several domains. Another problem is their complex structure and how
hands to interprets. Self-Organizing Map (SOM) is type of neural systems that can be easily interpreted, but still can’t
be used with non numerical data directly. This paper presents an enhanced SOM structure to cope with non numerical
data. It used DNA sequences as the training dataset. Results show very good performance compared to other classifiers.
For better evaluation both micro-array structure and their sequential representation as proteins were targeted as dataset
accuracy is measured accordingly.
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1. Introduction
Bioinformatics could be defined as the science of managing and analyzing biological data using advanced computing techniques. One of the main challenges in this
area is information discovery from the mass biological
data [1]. Bioinformatics represents a new growing area of
science to answer biological questions, and study of information presentation and transformation of biological
systems using various computation techniques at several
levels. Two important areas of bioinformatics: protein
structure prediction (using both sequence matching and
machine learning techniques); and data management.
The major tasks of bioinformatics in the era of genome
will be to find out what the genes really do in concerted
action, either by simultaneous measurement of the activity of arrays of DNA or by analyzing the cell’s protein
complement. It will be hard to determine the function of
many proteins experimentally, because the function may
be related specifically to the native environment in which
a particular organism lives. Many genes may be included
in the genome for the purpose of securing survival in a
particular environment, and may have no use in the artificial environment created in the laboratory [2].
Recently Self-Organizing Map (SOM) has received atCopyright © 2013 SciRes.

tention as data mining knowledge discovery technique
due to the highly beneficial properties [3-5]. A key characteristic of the SOM is its topology preserving ability to
map a multi-dimensional input into a two-dimensional
form. This qualifies SOM to be a good tool for data classification and clustering [6-8].
A data mining approach based on SOM as clustering,
feature selection and classification, is introduced. SOM is
employed by redesigning its several training phases to
cope with the complex nature of DNA sequences, and
integrating evolutionary techniques during learning process, using crossover and mutation to produce new features within the neighbor sequences of the wining unit in
every iteration during training. Finally, set of class, cluster representative are generated. The main advantage of
the proposed approach is that no interpretation phase is
needed.
Sequence alignment is also employed in the introduced
model. It is the method of arranging the DNA sequence
or other sequences to indicate its similarity regions, infer
that new sequence is similar to the previously known
genes, or compare new sequences with all known sequences. Sequence alignment has two computational approaches: Local alignment and Global alignment. Local
alignments seek only (relatively) conserved pieces of the
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sequence and the alignment stops at the ends of regions
of strong similarity, as an example for local technique is
Smith-Waterman algorithm (SW).
Global alignment: identifies the similarity regions in
the entire length from end to end in two or more sequences. There are many algorithms applied in the problem of sequence alignment like Dynamic Programming
(DP), it is slow but optimal. The general global technique
based on dynamic programming is Needleman-Wunsch
algorithm (NM&W).
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2
presents a background of DNA sequences classification
techniques. Section 3 describes the SOM algorithm. Section 4 describes the phases of the proposed system. Section 5 presents the experimental results, and Section 6
concludes the paper.

2. Background
During the past decades, advances in genomics have generated a wealth of biological data, increasing the discrepancy between what is observed and what is actually
known about life’s organization at the molecular level.
To gain a deeper understanding of the processes underlying the observed data, pattern recognition techniques
play an essential role.
The machine learning techniques were generally applied for the following problems: classification, clustering, construction of probabilistic graphical models, and optimization.
The goal of the classification is to divide objects into
classes, based on the characteristics of the objects.
The rule that is used to assign an object to a particular
class is termed the classification function, classification
model, or classifier. The problems in bioinformatics can
be cast into a classification problem, and well established
methods can then be used to solve the task [9-11]. The
classification of micro-array data is often the first step towards a more detailed analysis of the organism as in [12,
13].
DNA sequences classification is a main class of problems in bioinformatics that depends on the topic of clustering, also termed unsupervised learning, because no
class information is known a priori. The clustering goals
is to find natural groups of (clusters) in the data that is
being constructed, where objects in one cluster should be
similar to each other, while being at the same time different from the objects in another cluster. The clustering
in bioinformatics is concerned with the clustering of microarray expression data [14,15], and the grouping of sequences, e.g. to build phylogenetic tree. Formally, they
represent multivariate joint probability densities via a
product of terms, each of which only involves a few
variables. The structure of the problem is then modeled
Copyright © 2013 SciRes.
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using a graph that represents the relations between the
variables, which allows to reason about the properties
entailed by the product. Examples are Bayesian methods
for constructing phylogenetic trees [16]. The prediction
of protein structure is the other example of applications
of machine learning techniques in bioinformatics, in
which the problem can be formalized into an optimization problem, that includes motif identification in sequences, and the combination of different sources of evidence for analysis of global properties of bio(chemical)
networks. In all of these domains, machine learning techniques have proven their value, and new methods are
constantly being developed [17].
Additionally, many problems in computational biology
involve searching for unknown repeated patterns, often
called motifs, and identifying regularities in nucleic or
protein sequences. Both imply inferring patterns, of unknown content at first, from one or more sequences.
Regularities in a sequence may come under many guises.
They may correspond to approximate repetitions randomly dispersed along the sequence, or to repetitions that
occur in a periodic or approximately periodic fashion.
The length and number of repeated elements one wishes
to be able to identify may be highly variable [18].
The algorithms of motif discovery can be split into two
categories: exhaustive or heuristic methods. In the former,
the algorithms evaluate the statistical significance of all
possible motifs, and output a ranked list. This approach is
efficient since it spares from the need of pre-selecting a
subset of motifs to use in the classification. That has also
the merit of achieving better performances than most of
the other methods introduced for the same task [19].
Unlike this approach, we generate artificial sequence;
this sequence automation includes the target motif. The
generated sequence is a general representation of its motifs. This is achieved by enhancing classification algorithm that predicts whether sequence may contain to a
given set of similarity sequence without extracting information from the sequence. The classifier needs a training set composed of a similarity of positive set, and a negative set, comprising sequencing of the genes not related to the first group. In other words, the classifier determines, from the randomly selected genes, whether it is
likely to be co-expressed with the sequence of the positive set or not. This is based on sequence alignment randomly selected genes.
One of the most common algorithms used for sequence alignment is (NM&W) algorithm. It is the DP
approach in bioinformatics to align protein or DNA sequences. In general it considers erroneous string data and
work to solve the problems of global Alignment algorithms to determine an optimal alignment of two strings,
align the strings to produce the most similarity between
the two strings [20,21]. Another algorithm is the (SW)
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Algorithm, which applies more sensitive approach to the
alignment of strings with different lengths [22]. Simulated Annealing (SA) was one of the first heuristics applied to sequence alignment [23-25], over time, GA and
many variants of it have been applied to the sequence
alignment problem. Shyu et al. reviewed the strengths
and disadvantage of their recent application for sequence
alignment using evolutionary computation [26], which
combined ant colony optimization (ACO) with GA to
overcome the problem of becoming trapped in local optimum. ACO was applied on the best alignment of the
GA approach to find a globally optimum solution ACO is
also used to align sequences. Avoidance of the local optimum was achieved by adaptively adjusting the parameters and updating the pheromones.

3. Self-Organizing Map
Data mining is an area that, extract the hidden predictive
information from large data with its powerful technology.
One main objectives of data mining is classification learning. Classification assigns items in a collection to target
categories or classes. The goal of classification is to accurately predict the target class for each case in the data.
Self-Organizing Map (SOM) is one of the widely applied neural networks and has some interesting features
over other neural networks. One advantages of using
SOM is that it is quite robust with respect to noisy data,
and its advantages over other classification models are its
natural robustness and its very good illustrative power.
Indeed, it has been successfully applied for several classification tasks.
SOM does not require an external teacher during the
training phase. Therefore, SOM classified as unsupervised neural networks. The SOM receives a number of
input patterns, discovers significant features in these patterns and learns how to classify input data into appropriate categories. SOM has the best characteristic which
projects high-dimensional data onto a low-dimensional
grid and the topological order of the original data was
visually reveals. It was developed in 1982 by Tuevo Kohonen, a professor emeritus of the Academy of Finland
[27]. SOM is a feed forward network and completely
connected. Feed forward networks do not allow looping.
Figure 1 shows SOM structure as completely connected.
SOM can also be viewed as a constrained version of
k-means clustering [28], in which the cluster centers tend
to lie in a low-dimensional manifold in the feature or
attribute space. With SOM, clustering is performed by
having several units competing for the current object.
The unit whose weight vector is closest to the current
object becomes the winning or best matching unite
(BMU). So as to move even closer to the input object, the
weights of the winning unit are adjusted, as well as those
Copyright © 2013 SciRes.
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of its nearest neighbors as shown in Figure 2.

The SOM Algorithm Can Be Expressed as
Following
1) Initialization: choose random values for the initial
weight vectors wj, and assign a small positive value to the
learning rate parameter .
2) Activation: apply the input vector X to activate the
SOM network, and find Similarity Matching the BMU
neuron Xi at iteration p, using the norm of minimum
Euclidean distance usual measure as in “Equation (1)”,
E  min X  W j  p  
j

n

  X i  Wij  p 

2

i 1

(1)

j  1, 2, , m

where n is the number of neurons in the input layer, and
m is the number of neurons in the SOM layer.
3) Updating: Apply the weight update equation

Wij  p  1  W  p     P    P   X  p   Wij  p   (2)
where Θ is restraint due to distance from BMU usually
called the neighborhood function,   t  is the learning
rat, and Wij  p  is the weight repairing in pth iteration.
4) Continuation: return to step 2 until the feature map
stops changing, or no noticeable changes occur in the
feature map.
After processing all of the input, the result should be a
Competitive layer
Output layer
Input layer

Figure 1. Completely connected network.

Figure 2. Winning node and neighborhood update.
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spatial organization of the input data organized into similar regions.

Set first row and column to 0’s and create a matrix
with U + 1 Rows and T + 1 Columns.

4. The Proposed System

4.2.2. Scoring Scheme
The score matrix cells are filled row by row starting from
the C (2, 2), where: match score = +1; mismatch score =
−1; g = gap penalty = −1;
The first row and the first column of the score matrix
are filled as multiple of gap penalty.
Score of any cell C  i, j  is the maximum of:

The phases of the proposed system are described in the
following subsections.

4.1. Phase I: Data Representation
Redesigning the SOM node structure to handle the DNA
sequence. Let w m  n be the set of SOM nodes
(weight), (where m is height and n is width). Every w 
wij  , represents the vector set of length k as shown in
Figure 3, where k is an integer between minimum length
and maximum length of the input data  D , representing
the number of input sequences. In addition to set of elements in every sequence w contains additional blocks to
store the class counter C z which will be used in the
training phase, where Z is set of the number of classes
present in the input data. The node structure is shown in
Figure 4.

4.2. Phase II: Training
In this phase the same idea of SOM training is used as
described in Section 3 except for the similarity function
and the neighborhood update. Initially SOM weights are
set to random examples from input data,  wij , wij = Dy.
Traditional SOM can’t handle neither dynamic nor character based data since Euclidean distance “Equation (1)”
and “Equation (2)” are used to compute or measure differences between numeric values, instead we use Needleman & Wunsch algorithm, to calculate the difference
between the Dij and Wij as follows:
4.2.1. Initialization of the Score Matrix
The cell of score matrix are labeled C  i, j  where i = 1,
2, ···, U, j = 1, 2, ···, T.

dig  C  i  1, j  1  S  i, j 

(3)
max up  C  i  1, j   g 

left  C  i, j  1  g 
where S  i, j  is the substitution score for letters i and j.
The value of the cell C  i, j  depends only on the values of the immediately adjacent northwest diagonal, up
and left cells, as shown in Figure 5.
After filling score matrix the last cell has the maximum alignment score.

4.2.3. Trace Back
Traceback is the process of deduction of the best alignment from the score matrix.
Trace back starts from the last cell bottom-right corner
in the score matrix. There are three possible moves: diagonally (toward the top-left corner of the matrix), up, or
left. The traceback is completed when the first, top-left
cell of the matrix is reached.
After selecting the wining node wij, the neighbor nodes
are selected as “Equation (2)”.
As stated previously, SOM algorithm is designed for
unsupervised learning. To use SOM for supervised learning (classification), enhanced node structure is used (as
described in phase I). Additional blocks where employed.
These blocks were initially set to zero at every step. If
the node is selected as winner the class counter of the

Figure 3. SOM training.
Copyright © 2013 SciRes.
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corresponding class of the selected example is incremented by one shown as in Figure 6.
Every node wij in SOM network is connected to the
data  Dk , by connecting weight, set of winning class
counters BMUm , c1 , c2 , , cm where m is the number of classes, as shown in Figure 6.
To understand that the technique provides the possibility of utilizing the class label provided in the training set
while training the SOM, we can simply say that the vector BMU is introduced to the node structure to provide a
voting criterion, so that such nodes with maximum BMUi
are dragged during the weight update process. Shifting
such nodes towards the wining node which is definitely
of the same class increases the means of relationship
between such nodes, at the same time leaving nodes from
other classes decreasing the relationship between such
nodes and their un-similar neighbors.
The main idea in our proposed method is to measure
the similarity between objects independently from the data
by using new distance NM&W, after determined wining
node, then {BMU}I increased by one for ith of class
counter. This confidence indicates a similarity between
both the input data  Dk and the winning node BMU.
In the last step weight update is performed as shown in
Figure 7. In conventional SOM all nodes act in blinded
path in the state of the wining node, while in the proposed method we have overcome this problem as follows:
before updating weight connection, the only set of nodes
in the neighborhood with maximum class counter equal
to the current instance class label will be considered as
neighbor nodes.
In addition, the winning SOM unit is the unit Wij who
has the smallest distance to each instance, the appropriate
class counter of the winning unit is incremented by one.
After all instances have been presented, the largest class
counter of each unit defines its label see phase III, and
then calculates the reliability of all instances by “Reliability Equation” below.
Reliability 

Number of time the label was counted
The total number of labels
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Weight Update:
To increase the similarity between neighborhood nodes
we introduce crossover and mutation. These operations
will reproduce modified sequence oriented to the wining
node and the current instance as well. For all nodes in the
neighborhood of the BMU, crossover and mutation are
performed as shown in Figures 8 and 9.
Number of crossover points is selected randomly and
the value decreases based on how close gi from nij. The
node with high score with the wining node is selected
and replaced with gi.
The mutation step is applied here to reduce the localminima that might be caused by the crossover step and
prevents the algorithm diversity towards the wining nodes
and the data.

4.3. Phase III
The generated SOM is then categorized based on generated
n
ACG.,

TCG.,

ACG.,

CTG.,

C1 ,C2 ,,C z

C1 ,C2 ,,C z

C1 ,C 2 ,,C z

C1 ,C2 ,,C z

CCG.,

ACG.,

TTG.,

TCG.,

C1 ,C2 ,,Cz

C1 ,C2 ,,C z

C1 ,C 2 ,,Cz

C1 ,C2 ,,Cz

m
TCG.,

CCG.,

TTG.,

ACG.,

C1 ,C2 ,,Cz

C1 ,C2 ,,Cz

C1 ,C 2 ,,Cz

C1 ,C2 ,,Cz

CCG.,

TCG.,

CCG.,

TTG.,

C1 ,C2 ,,Cz

C1 ,C2 ,,C z

C1 ,C 2 ,,Cz

C1 ,C2 ,,Cz

A

C

T

T

G

···

C1

C2

···

CZ

Figure 4. Node structure.
C  i  1, j  1
C  i  1, j 

C  i, j  1
C  i, j 

Figure 5. The value of the cell C (i, j).

Figure 6. The proposed class counters structure.
Copyright © 2013 SciRes.
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Cluster 1

Cluster 2

Cluster 3

Figure 10. The output map.
Figure 7. Performing weight update.

Start

Initialize Weight
(wij) randomly

Sequentially selectdata
Input Dj

Figure 8. Crossover.

Compute the distance
between Dj and Wij
by using Needleman
and Wunsch

Select wij how scan
is max

Update the weights of
the winning neuron and
its neighborhood X{gi}
of nij using Multi point
crossover & mutation

Figure 9. Mutation.

reliability in “Reliability Equation”, as shown in Figure
10.

4.4. SOM Flowchart
Figure 11 shows the flowchart of the proposed SOM.

NO

Stopping
criterion

5. Experiment Result and Discussions
We have used dataset from the web site NCBI (The National Center for Biotechnology Information) advances
science and health by providing access to biomedical and
genomic information [29], and aging dataset (the datasets
created in this work have, depending on the criteria used
between 135 and 148 data instances, out of which 33
represent ageing-related DNA repair genes and the remaining represent non-ageing-related DNA repair genes)
[30]. Both set where represented as a protein sequence
and micro array DNA.
E.G:
Sequential data set:
>gi|224515018|ref|NT_022517.18| Homo sapiens chromosome 3
TCCTCCCAGAATCTGGAGAGGTCAACCTGTTCTTCAAA
CAAAACAGATACAGCACCAAACATGAAAAGCATTGAA
ATCTGGAGAGGTCAACCTGTTCTTCAAAAGAATCTGGA
GAGGTCAACCTGCTTCAAACAAAACAG
CAAAACAG
GATCCTGGGGTTGAAAGTCGGCAGAGGGCATTCTGAT

Copyright © 2013 SciRes.

Yes
End

Figure 11. Flowchart of the proposed SOM.

Later EuGene [31] home and MEME [32] are used for
sample result analysis, verification and visualization.
The selected data set is applied to the proposed system
after partitioning them into test and training. The same
data sets were applied to other classifiers using weka and
results are generated as shown in Table 1.
These accuracy and Precision are computed as follows:
TP  TN
Accuracy 
 100%
(3)
TP  TN  FP  FN
TP
(4)
Precision 
TP  FP
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Figure 12. Results generated by MEME and EuGene’Hom.
Table 1. Example of chromosomes length.
Chromosomes Name

Length

Chromosome 1

245,522,847 bp

Chromosome 3

199,505,740 bp

Chromosome 17

78,774,742 bp

Chromosome 19

63,811,651 bp

Table 2. Classifiers results using weka.
Technique Name

Precision

Overall Accuracy

Figure 13. Accuracy compared to the other classifiers.

Naïve Bayes

0.841

79

Voted Perceptron

0.761

76

JRip

0.916

81

OneR

0.952

86

J48

0.953

87

Random Tree

0.886

77

from the results generated by MEME and EuGene’Hom
(see Figure 12), which are similar and general at some
regions. Moreover this indicates that at the learning process newly extracted sequences due to the evolutionary
nature at phase II.
The performance of the proposed system is acceptable
in terms of accuracy compared to the other classifiers as
shown in Figure 13.

Enhanced SOM

0.952

86

6. Conclusions
The proposed system comparatively shows a good performance in terms of precision and accuracy.
The generated representative sequences (chromosomes)
could successfully cover test exemplars, in our system
we applied different example of chromosomes length as
shown in Table 2.
At the same time from the visualization of sample
chromosome 3, we can manually notice the set of motifs
generated automatically during the learning process.
Another proof for system efficiency could be noticed
Copyright © 2013 SciRes.

Bioinformatics requires handling large volumes of microarray data, involving natural interaction with information science. Difficulty in dealing with this data motivated us to introduce an enhanced SOM structure algorithm, in order to make it easier to deal with DNA sequences than micro-array data, taking advantage of the
characteristics of SOM. Results showed very good performance compared to other classifiers. For better evaluation both micro-array structure and their sequential representation as proteins were targeted and dataset accuracy
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is measured accordingly.
In the proposed model custom crossover and random
mutation guide the training process towards good newly
generated representatives, eliminating the weak regions
without getting trapped to local minima. The performance of Needleman and Wunsch algorithm performed
very well in selecting the best match unit (BMU). The
experimental results indicated that the performance of the
proposed system is acceptable in terms of accuracy compared to the other classifiers.
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